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Cyclists took over the e~rea
around the dorms Saturday
for a criteriUm style bicycle
race.

Custer Considered
11
Heroes and the Test of
Time" on PBS examines the
lives of Thomas. Eakins and
George Armstrong Custer.

See Spprts fPr Results

See Arts
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Group denounces KUNM-FM racism
By Camille Cordova

open hearing before an impartial ty and its broadcasting facilities.
Moore said he had been involved
committee with the right to call witCiting recent developments at nesses on his behalf and the right to in a series of discussions with Joel
· KUNM radio station, theSouthwest have an attorney present.
Jones, actillg vice president for planOrganizing Project Friday issued
•6. That Wendell Jones and Jon ning and organization development.
eight demands to the University of Cooper be present in any hearing Moore said he views Martinez's
New Mexico and questioned the regarding Martinez and be ques~ reinstatement as news director as a
University's management policies tioned by anyone wishing to do so. victory. Martinez was reinstated
in general.
•7. That Martinez have the right Wednesday and given a three-week
Spokesperson Richard Moore to appeal any decision made by said termination notice as of that date.
said, "The University of New Mex- hearing committee and that this proAlso on Wednesday, President
ico is plagued with racism, discri- cess include the right to appeal be- Farer announced the formation of a
committee to look into the Martinez
minationand sexism towards. minor- fore. the UNM Board of Regents.
ity women."
•8. That KUNM and the Uni- case and other problems at the staThe Southwest Organizing Pro- versity acknowledge their responsi- tion, and placed both KUNM and
ject is an Albuquerque-based group bilities to the community by grant- KNME-TV under the authority of
that researches community prob· ing greater decision-making powers associate provost Alex Sanchez.
Jems.
to the community over the Universicontinued on page 6
"It is clearly our responsibility to
respond to situations of management
racism and sexism as they occur at
KUNM and in any other institution
ofthe University of New Mexico,'' By Stacy Green
"It may not continue atthat rate; it
said Moore. "1 think we cannot dis. .· .
could have been a cluster," he said.
· .. cuss Marebs" 1fitiiig WllHWfltnttes:. · ~ . AitfioUgb"tfie num'her~gr Xtbs ~-· <~Ari :AIDS'viCfiirl~~assclieduted to
sing the question of racism because victims in New Mexico has in- speak as part of the panel but was
of the long history of racism at the creased twice as fast as the national hospitalized and unable to attend.
University."
average-adoublingincasesevery
"Chuck is actually dying
The demands are:
six months- the president of New tonight," Waltner said. "He is one
•L That Wendell Jones resign Mexico AIDS Services advises that of the 14 percent of people with
from his positions of station mana- the state's statistics be taken ••with a AIDS who don't survive their first
ger and program director at KUNM grain of salt."
hospitalization.,.
"We have to be kind of careful
Of those who do survive their.first
or be suspended by President Farer.
•2. That a new station manager with those numbers because they hospitalization, 59 percent spend at
for the s~ation be selected through a can induce panic," Dr. James Walt· least 30 percent of their postprocess involving significant com- ncr said Saturday night at a panel diagnosis life in hospitals, and 40
munity, staff, faculty and student presentation on AIDS in New percent spend half or more of their
input.
Mexico. .
remaining years in hospitals before
That Jon Cooper be reml>ved
"As of January 21, there were they die, said fellow panelist Or.
Julie Serna
from all positions of authority at the. four cases in New Mexico. Our Harry Hull, state epidemologist and
Rod Bush is congratulated by friends, relatives and co- University pending an evaluation of eighth case was reported (April14). head of New Mexico's AIDS Task
competitors after placing second in the men's Senior land II his performance as director of That means, statistically, we dou- Force.
broadcasting.
bled in three months. But we have to
Waltner said the average cost of
bicycle race Saturday on the UNM campus.
That Marcos Martinez be take that with a grain of salt. We treatment, from diagnosis to death,
given, in writing, the reasons forbis might not have another case reported averages about $146,000 per case.
tennination immediately so that he for the next six months, or we could "Our eight cases (in New Mexico)
may properly defend himself.
have six new cases reported in the
That Martinez be given an next three weeks,'' Waltner said.
t:ontlnued on page 7

Care urged with AIDS stats
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Mothers, groups bemoan
temporary day-care end

By Stacy Green
..The people in authority are leaving us high and dry and are using our
children as hostages in a fight between adults," said a mother who,
come May 1, will have to find an
alt.emative to state-subsidized day
care.
Carol Mitchell joined other
mothers and groups, outraged over
the. temporary tennination of. Title
XX day-care subsidies, ill sending a
message to Gov. Toney Anaya and
the Legislature.
•'Regardless of the intent of these
cuts, and the intent is suspect, the
results are denying New Mexican
Wbmen and minorities equal access
to the system,' 1 said Kathryn
Brooks, director of the University of
New Mexico Women's Center and
chair of UNM's Child Care Co-op
Advisory Board, Mitchell, a single parent of two children, said,
•'There is no way for a single parent
on minimal wages to pay for day
care and survive economically."
Mitchell cams $9,000 a year as an
executive secretary for the Amer-

•s.

,·

ican Federation ofGovemmentEmployees. . . ...
Through the Title. XX program,
Mitchell has received $200 a month
in child-care subsidies and has paid,
additionally, about$40 a month. "lf
ltake over that cost, that Would be a
cost of $300 to me;" she said.
Mitchell said .. it's impossible'' for
her to pay that for May and June.
''I spent three years on welfare.
To most of us, it is degrading," she
said. "Knowing we arc standing on
our own two feet again gives us pride
and our children pride."
Mitchell said she and other
mothers. who may have to return to
the welfare rolls are being -"strip·
ped" of that prideby "the legislators, Anaya and (Human Services
Department Secretary) Juan Vigil.''
Dolly Rainhart, president of the
NewMexico Day Care Coalition,
asked that the governor, Vigil and
the finance committees of the House
of Representatives and Senate try
Hto work out a solutioll and a com·
at the
promise to solve the problem and see Clinton Johnson demonstrates some ol his skills during International Day Saturday
1
lnternationaiCentsr.
Johnson
was
Joined
bysetleralotherstudents
from
Kim
s
TaeKwonDo
us through July I,'' ~hen the prog·
continued on page 3 studio in Albuquerque.
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Wire Report

continued from page 1

By United Press International

Transplant patients' progress varies
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Neves dies after 38-day fight for life

!

SAO PAULO, Brazil -President-elect Tancredo
Neves, 75, who underwent the first of seven operations the day before his scheduled inauguration, died
Sunday after a 38-day tight against infection and intestinal problems, the government said.
.
Neves died 10:23 p.m. (8:23p.m. EST}, presidential spokesman Antonio Brito said. Neves had suffered
a heart crisis earlier in the day and doctors s.aid his
condition had deteriorated rapidly. .
Neves was to have taken office March 15 as Brazil's
first civilian president after 21 years of military rule.
But he was rushed to surgery in Brasilia with a perforated benign tumor on the intestine the day before his
inaugural.
Vke President Jose Sarney substituted for Neves at
the inauguratio~ ceremony and leaders of all parties, as
well as military leaders, said they supported the 54year-old former senator to remain in office as constituiional president.
Persistent infection had spread through Neves'
body, causing major organ failure and pressure on his
heart, but his stubborn fight against his illness surprised doctors.
Neves survived seven operations, five of them
under general anaesthetic,
The first three were for abdominal problems; to
remove the tumor, free a blocked intestinal loop, then
stem a hemorrhage. But as the abdomen finally improved, Neves developed an infection.

At first doctors said the infection was contracted in
the hospital and was resist<!nt to nonnal !llltibiotics, but
announced confidence in his recovery.
Later they said the primary infection probably dated
from or before the first surgery, with the ruptured
tumor releasing body waste into the blood stream.
Many till,'es N~ves seemed to be winni~g .th~ fight
against the mfectJOn and doctors were opttm1shc, but
days later he would undergo yet another operation to
cut out abcesses formed by bacteria.
As Neves' condition deteriorated, doctors aided his
breathing with a respirator machine, pumping air
directly to the lungs !~rough a tube inserted _in t~e
windpipe, and ran h1s blood through a ~1alys1s
machine as the kidneys slowly stopped cleamng out
poisons produced by the bacteria.
Doctors then lowered his body temperature 12.6
degrees Fahrenheit below n~rm~l_in the hope ofrcd~c
ing his oxygen demand and mh1b1t spr~ad of bacten~.
Just before his death, as the bactena spread to h1s
heart and lungs, doctors pumped him pure oxygen
under pressure.
.
•
Presidential spokesman Pedro Rodngues sa1d
Neves had suffered alterations in heart beat and blood
pressure Sunday.
Medicahources said Neves' heart rate sank to only
60 beats a minute and his blood pressure was crucially
low. A normal heart rate is between 70 and 90 beats per
minute.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky, - Bill Schroeder went fishing this weeken~ but
fellow artificial heart patient Jack Burcham deve_loped the same k1dn~y
problem that bothered his predecessors, a hosp1tal spokeswoman sa1d
Sunday.
·
h
11 d
It was second major excursion for the Jasp~r, Ind., man~. o once ca e
himself "Bionic Bill," since he moved Apr~l 6 to a. trans1t10n _apartment,
becoming the first ,artificial heart patient to live outstde a hosp1tal.
..
Schroeder visited the homes of two of his doctors the Saturday before h1s
fishing trip. And as with previous trips, the fishing venture was .reported one
day later to allow the Schro~ders' es~ape from the news medm, . .
The Schrocders' lack of pnvacy at times has so eroded that Mrs. Margaret
Schroeder told Life magazine that ber husband might not have e~tered the
experimental artificial heart program if he had known what the fam1ly would
.
,
have to go through after his Nov. 25 iii,'P.lant, . .
Schroeder 53 . js the world's longest-liVing art1ficJal heart patient and Will
mark his fifth m~nth of life on the Jarvik-7 device Thursday.
Burcham, 62, of LeRoy, Ul,, who received his new heal'~ April 14,. was
e~tperiencing what doctors hoped would be only temporary k1dney problems.
''Mr. Burcham's urine outpUt has decreased over the last 2~ hours,
indicating a renal insufficiency," Hazle said. "A temporar~ artcnal venus
shunt was inserted (into Burcham's body) late Saturday, wh1ch can be used
later if dialysis is required,"

Israeli Cabinet agrees to withdraw
occupation forces from Lebanon
JERUSALEM-The Israeli govAfter eight hours of discussion on
eniment voted Sunday to withdraw the· issue, the Cabinet voted over-·
all its occupation troops from Leba- whelrningly to carry out the third
non by June 1 in a move. that ~~uld and final stage _of t~e gov~mrnent's
end its most controvemal mthtary 4 pla~ to pull Israel s sold17rs back
action nearly three years after 1t behmd the Lebanese-1sraeh border.
began
The stepped-up troop withdrawal
'
plan, urged by Prime Minister Shimon Peres and conceived by .Defense Minister Yitzhak Rabin, also
calls for creating a new security zone
in southem Lebanon.
Rabin said the security zone envisioned by Israel would be patrolled by Leba~cse militiamen in an
effort to thwart new guerrilla attacks
on northern Israeli settlements. But
the plan also says Israel would reenter Lebanon to root out hostile
forces if necessary,
Israel. invaded Lebanon on June 6,
1.982, in what the government offormer Prime Minister Menachem Begin said was a limited'campaign de-

.. signed to push out Palestinian guerrillas who were atlacking Israel's
northem border.
Finance Minister Yitihak Modai
said the Cabinet voted 17 ·3 for the
withdrawal, with some abstentions.
The Jan. 14 plan required Cabinet
approval after each stage of Israel's
three-step withdrawal plan was carried out.
Israeli troops completed the first
stage on Feb. 16, abandoning a $3
million defense line along theAwali
River and the port of Sidon.
In the second phase, approved on
March 3, Israeli troops began eva·
cuating outposts in the Jabal Baruk
mountains and defense lines oppo·
site Syrian troops in lebanon's east..
em Bekaa Valley.
The final stage calls for Israel to
move completely behind the international border, leaving the heavily
Shiite Moslem western coastal re·
gion, the site of repeated Shiite guer·
rilla attacks on Israeli forces.
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EveryTI calculator comes with
one extra number.
1·800-TI·CARES
When you buy a Texas
Instruments calculator you
don't just buy a calculator, you
buy Texas Instruments' com•
mitment to quality.
It~ a commitment backed
by a fUlly developed service
network that includes the
above toll· free number you can
call from anyplace in the
United States.
If you have any applications,

operations, or service questions,
call us Monday thru Friday
between 9 am and 4 pm CST,
and we'll be glad to nelp.
lf your calculator needs
repairing, we'll direct you to
one of our 46 conveniently
located service centers for an
immediate exchange .. Under
wartanty, it's free. (f there's no
center near you, we'll do it all
by mail.

Ofcourse, there~ just one
catch. It has to be a Texas
Instruments calculator. But
then, if you're as smart as we
think you are, why wouldn't
it be?

TEXAS.

INSTRUMENTS
Crea~ing useful products

and services fot you.
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SUNRISE
CYCLES
8206 Lomas N.E.
262-2090

Announcing
The Suzuki Factory

"Cash Bac:k" Ileal.

~e Up to $50Cl

~

On Selected
street And Dirt Bikes.

~

•<:ienlune Suzuki Parts

~

I

And Accessories•

~

APRIL SERVICE
SPECIAL

~

Spring Tuneup Done

~ Free Oil & Filter When You !-lave A

I~

I
I
I
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Two-minute delay

Nine ju;J/or racers await the start of the first Nunzio's Criterium held Saturday in the residence hall area. Racers from
New Mexico and Colorado competed for $135 in prize money plus premiums donated by local bike shops.

Nuclear horrors from Nagasaki to current theories described
By David Morton
On Aug. 9, 1945, three days after
the first atomic bomb exploded over
Hiroshima, Japan, New York Times
correspondt:nt Wi.IUam I.... l,..11urence
rode in one of the planes that flew
over Nagasaki to drop the second
bomb. The following is an exerpt of
his eyewitness account:
" .••the pillar of purple fire had
reached the level of our altitude.
Only about 45 seconds had passed.
Awe"struck, we watched itshoot upward like a meteor corning in from
, the earth instead of from outer
·space, becoming more alive as it
climbed skyward through the white
clouds. It was no longer smoke, or
dust, or even a cloud of fire. It was a
living thing, a new species of being,
born right before our incredulous
eyes."
That "new species of being"
wiped out. several square miles of
Nagasaki and killed tens of
thousands of Japanese. Thousands
of others suffered or died from side
effects of the blast, such as secondary tires and radiation poisoning.
The birth of the atomic age has
brought Witb it much hard scientific
data on the effects of a nuclear blast,

but until recently, themajorityofthe
research was limited to the effects
caused by single explosions.
"Recent estimates of the imrnediat.c deaths from blast, prompt radia·
·
dli
·
·
h11ngem.
·
uo~,an
: l_resmamaJorexc
wh1ch c1t1es were tar~e~ed range
from several hundred rndhon to 1.1
. I
" C l S
b.1'II'1on peop
e,. ,,
ar agan,
an ~stron?mY professor at Co~ell
Um yers1ty, w!o~e 1n l!'orelgll
Aff31rs. "Thus 1t 1s poss1ble that
something approaching half the human population on the planet would
be killed or seriously injured by the
direct effects of the nuClear war. Social disruption; the unavailability of
electricity, fuel, transportation,
food deliveries, communications
and other civil services; the absence
of medical care; the decline in
sanitation measures; rampant discase and severe psychiatric disorders would doubtless colleciively
claim asignificant number of further
victims. But a range of additional
factors - some unexpected, some
inadequately treated in earlier studies, some uncovered only recently
-now make the picture much more
somber still."
In 1983, several planetary and
atmospheric scientists released a re-

Call NOW! Debi: 821·6358
STUDY IN BRITAIN
City Univenity of London

I

~

!'I

I

Otter good on Suzuki,
!-fonda, KIIW!Kaklend Ya.rnaha. ·~,:

or
Polytecbnie of Central London

Full Credit Ptograma·ARTS.

H~CENCE~ENG~ERING

Call for details (713) 645-8402
SOUTHWEST EDUCAnON INTL.
7007 Gulf Freeway, Suite 133
Houlton Texaa 77087
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E.. Apjtl 30, 1915
..........................................
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"Whether the race will be totally
wiped out is another question, but
you can easily envision a scenario,
which if things fell in the right way,
it could happen," he added.
• HuiJ.stirdied;1n 1946, the phenomenon of debris lofted into the
atmosphere by nuclear blasts for the
Bikini Tests in Los Alamos.

continued on page 6
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Tai Chi,
KungFu

•

Martial Arts
Supplies
& Books
3015 Central N.E.
Albuquerque, .N.M.

Nut TQ

Looo Theater

CaD 268·7023

TAKE NOTE.

Ballet • countJY Western
Ballroom • Dancerclse
Bellydarice · Jazz

,:

:itl
~

(HRIR PORCE OnE)

A/fordable Prices ·All ages

Gift Certificates available

~

port titled TTAPS (an acronym for you'rcdealing with thcsmokeofthe
the author's.11ames: R. P. Truco, 0. tires, which could potentially preB. Toon, T. P. Ackerman, J. B. vent the growing of crops and that
Pollack, and Carl Sagan) which de- would kill people by starvation.
picts a theoretical p.henomen.on
"S •t• .· . 1
1•n.ter .beca·use
known<a&. ..·nuo·1ea·r'wml!:;r;·.r·P-"-'"'"
.• ."
01 sanuc has'
carwbne.lo
·o
the'tem""niiure
winter
Accofdmg to the theory, a_ large- t mpen:res and 1 ~ean hard winscale nuclear attack could ktck up te t .
· tu: s • espectl've 1·n a
h
dd .
h t
.
er empera .e - I l l '
,
enoug soot an . ustmto t c ropos- sense, of our latitude," he said.
~here to ~ramallcally reduce sun- "You'll g~t nuclear winter on the
hght, forcmg temperatures on Earth
uator s well as in the northern
to drop by as much as 75 degrees ' eq
a
The sudden climatic changes would hemisphere, and no Where on the
halt the photosynthesis process, and earth will vegetation grow.
eventually cause a breakdown in the
food chain. Survivors of the initial
attack would starve to death.
r
"Now this is the worst case seenario," said MacAllister Hull,
UNM provost and a theoretical nuclear physist. " • . . and in my opin·
ZOTOS PERM $16.95, REG. $23.95
ion, it escalates ihc price of nuclear
(Shompo<>, cut, perm & blow dry)
and
war beyond the already devastating
Precision Culs Only $6.95
price, because you're now not only
(Shompo<>, cu1 & bla.Y dry)
dealing with radioactive fallout,
247-8224
which will kill people directly, but
1419 Central NE (just below UNM)

Professional
Dance Lessons

1
~

David Gomez

ram will be reopened under the
1985.86 fiscal budget,
The govemor has called a special
session of the Legislature to begin
May II and has .said day care will be
on the agenda. The Legislature, in
regular session earlier this year, increased HSD' s 1985-86 budget for
the day·care program but did not
appropriate funds to cover an overrun in this year's budget. Anaya last
year ordered HS.D to coniinue operating despite a deficit, rather than
drop recipients from the Title XX
program,
"The Legislature seeks to punish
the governor," said John Hooker,
president of UNM's Graduate Student Association. "The governor
seeks to put the heat on the Legislature. The student parents are caught
in the middle of this fight, and they
are the losers.
Wanda Takatsui, a working
mother and Title XX recipient, said
she has already had to send two of
her children to live with their father
because she could not financially
support thr<:e children. Takatsui also
said she has sold furniture io make
ends meet.
•'My altematives are either to quit
working, leave the k.id at home or
send heno her father," she said. "I
can't stand to lose much more,"
Takatsui praised day-care centers
as being beneficial for both child and
parent. "They've taught her more in
three months thjln anyone has in
three years, including me," she
said.
She added, "Two years ago, I
was under so much stress, I wanted
to kill two of my kids,"

Daily Lobo Display Advertising
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Respect Working Dogs:
It's Just Common Sense
Editor's note: This article is re ..
printed from the April 3, 7'984
edition of the Daily Lobo at the
request of the writer, as a service
to our handicapped population.
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By David D. Grisham
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do not be surprised where you
see a working dog.)
One of the biggest distractions
in any community is unleashed
dogs. E!ecause of natural instincts, most pets will .charge,
chase or distract a guide dog,
and again the master will probably be injured. Quite often, a
guide dog Will become unusable
after a few of these attacks.
As the weather gets warmer,
the number of dogs on campus
increases daily. Please keep your
dog leashed! It may not be an
aggressive animal, but to the
guide dog who has been repeatly
attacked, your animal is a threat.
Should your dog distract a working dog and the master step into
traffic or down a stairwell as a
result, you would be liable.
Common sense is the best rule; the disabled are people, too.

I
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Doonesbury

As a long-term resident ofthis
campus who happens to be disOKAY,~NOW
f!EME'IrlfJ£3R YOIJ/?..
abled, I see a need for informa•
MfJTIVATION/ YOIJ
tion regarding attitudes and
li/IWT70 /MP/t855
some common misconceptions.
!H/5 Glf/J.., 6(Jf IT?
Most disabled individuals do
not appreciate assistance they
do not neecj, but disabled individuals do appreciate the common courtesies that are shown
to the non-disabled. No matter
what the disability may be confinement to a Wheelchair,
visual impairment, or any of a
thousand other physical impairments, the individual is a human
being first. A disability does. not
make an individual less intelligent, or more importantly, less
of a human bein~·Each disability has some special considerations or some area
where society needs to be educated concerning certain
situations; one of these areas By Edwin M. Yoder, Jr.
pertains to guide dogs. A working dog is a highly trained animal
Chapel Hill, N.C.- At the third annual Allard E. Lowenstein Semi·
that helps certain disabled per- nar, to mark and celebrate the gift of the late political activist's papers
sons function in a society with- to the University of North Carolina library, a bizarre rumor suddenly
out constant dependence upon spread.
other people. The guide dog and
On Sunday, someone had heard, a New York Times poll would
the hearing dog are easily identi- show that ten years after the fall of Saigon (April, 1975) the Vietnam
fied by either the leather harness War is for most Americans a nearly forgotten episode, "as obscure as
or the bright red collar. Some the Wars of the Roses," as someone put it.
do's and don'ts that m<IY help ' The rumonurned out to be a bit exaggerated, thotJglforll\1 a Bit:··
when encountering a working What the Times poll actually discovered, wrote Adam Clymer in the
dog, whether a hearing dog or a paper's Sunday magazine, "is how little many in the United States
guide dog: Whenever you en- know, or are willing to remember, ofthe searing ... war.'' (Only three
counter a person with a guide of five, for instance, could say whose side the United States had
dog, do not walk up and grab the fought on,)
person unless they ask for help.
At a seminar memorializing a man who had cared so passionately
The dog may consider your aboutthe war and other great issues, it was the crowning irony, the
movement hostile. If (the per- ultimate expression of national amnesia.
son) requests your help, ask how
A great deaf- maybe too much, too soon- has been said of what
specifically you may be of assist- we ought to remember about Vietnam. But ifthis poll is right, perhaps
ance. When walking with a per- the greatest lesson of allis the power over our memories of what
son and their dog, walk on
psychologists call "denial": the inability to accept unpleasant realiwhichever side the dog is not on. ties.
Do not ever take hold of a leader
You certainly couldn't disprove that thesis with reference to
dog's harness. Do not ever pet, Richard Nixon's new book on the war,." No More Vietnams.'' Nixon,
call out or distract a working dog, astonishingly, has concluded that the Unitecj States - that is, he
because it will ultimately lead to himself, as president- "won" the war.
injury to his master. Never offer
Nixon's claim is that by the time his administration withdrew the
food to a guide dog in a res- last American fighting forces in 1973, the military·balance was even.
tau rant. (Because of state and "Only congressional Irresponsibility- a reduction of military aid to
federal law, guide dogs are the South Vietnamese government- snatched defeat from the jaws
allowed in any public building so of victory.''
This will come as a surprise to mostAmericans,whetherproorcon
in their feelings about the war .. What the Paris peace accords of 1973
look like now, as they did to the Saigon government of the time, is a
fragile and temporary agreemel'lt which, without U.S. armed support,
was foredoomed to fall apart, as indeed it did two years later.

BY Gf.RAY TRUDEAU

...

National amnesia result of Vietnam's harsh reality

We want
your input

·---------.,....----,
1 NEED CASH?

by Merrillee A. Dolan

I Jlecome a plns·ma d0:nor and (!Qrn up to ·$98 per

only 3 percent of fresh grapes from
California .are harvested under UFW
United :Farm. Workers President contracts,
Cesar Chavez, who in the 1960s and
Chavez said women workers also
'70s convinced millions of college experience "classic" job discris.tudcnts to boycott grapes in support mination. For example, the UFW
of migrant farm wo(kers, told a won a contract requiring the hiring
crowd Saturday that women farm of workers with senority first, he
workers are e11periencing vicious said. Many women, who had earned
se)lual harassment and_ that migrant seniority working in the fields,
workers still face miserable condi- showed up at pruning time but were
tions, including c11posure to pesti- told they couldn't prune because
cides,
they were women.
Chavez, speaking at a Latin
"Foremen make women·, espeAmerican Studies Association Con- cially undocumented wornen,
gress panel at the Hilton Hotel, cal- choose between their dignity and a
led for a new boycott of California job," he said,
table grapes not bearing the UFW
Pesticides pose another major
black eagle union label on the boll. health problem to workers, and, in
"The union's mission still has one area, ground water is so dangermeaning for these people," he said, ous that he~Jth authoriHes have
adding that today' s issues are se~tual warned children and pregnant
harassment in the fields and enforce- wornen not to drink it, Chavez said ..
ment of the 1975 Fann Labor Law.
"As many as 30 percent of Cali~
"Under Dcukmcjian as gov- fornia's harvesters are children," he
ernor," Chavez said, "the law no said. "They live in squalid condilonger works. Since he took office, tions. Some 800,000 children work
Deukmejian (a Republican) has paid in fh:lds with their parents. They
off growers with the blood and sweat have 25 percent higher child mortalof farm workers. This means that the ity," and a much higher incidence of
right to free (union) elections is a malnutrition than other children.
sham. The right to be free of threats The average life expectancy of a
from_ growers (fa~ organizing) is a farm worker is ''only_ 49 years,' • he_
cruel hoax. Thousands of farm added.
workers, who are owed millions of
Chavez said that growers try to
dollars in back pay by employers blame the UFW for losses caused by
who broke the law, are still waiting failing to give Americans what they
for their checks.''
want in the way of pesticide-free
vine-ripened
harvests.
This, Chavez said, was why he
was calling for a grape boycott- to
They have only themselves to
pressure the state to enforce the law blame, he said, for giving Amerand to get more contracts signed, as icans "tomatoes that taste like alfal-
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Chavez wants new boycott

What Nixon's eccentric book tells us, perhaps is that it is still too
early for history to interfere with the rationalizations of politicians
who are prone to prettify their records." No More Vietnams" is a tract,
a rationalization, a continuation by other means of Nixon's old quarrel
with the American press (which he blames in large measure for all
that went wrong). It has about as much to do with history as a
Doonesbury cartoon, and isn't half as amusing.
But again, it was odd to hear of the Times poll at a seminar memorializing Allard Lowenstein. Lowenstein, murdered five years ago by a
demented follower, had been in 1968 the grand strategist of the
so-talleti'"Dump Johnson" movement, the culmimitionbf the first
phase of the antiwar movement. AI had given us Eugene McCarthy
and the "kids," which was afterwards joined by Robert Kennedy's
insurgency. It was a gauge of his passionate views.
Butthe perverse end ofthe enterprise was not the end ofthe war
but the election of Richard Nixon,. which was hardly what Lowenstein
had in mind. From the peace activist's point of view, Nixon's end-thewar program after January,1969 (which more than doubled both the
bombing of North Vietnam and the U.S. casualty lists) became a
classic illustration of the nemesis of political protest.
AI Lowenstein, a resilient spirit, was probably undaunted by this
ironic turn of events.
But whataboutthe news that three offive Americans have forgotten, or are reluctant to recall, even whose side we were fighting on?
This is disturbing in a very different, and somehow worse, way.
What would AI say?lt is all speculation, of course. His views were,
in the best sense, unpredictable. But from what was remembered of
him last by his friends, associates and admirers, it wasn't hard to
guess that he would be appalled by, evasion and forgetfulness.
He probably would go so far as to say that itis better, even, to be as
wrong (from his point of view) as Nixon than to be so indifferent to a
traumatic American encounter with history that shaped,.and goes on
shaping, our sense of our responsibilities as a world power.
Forget Vietnam? Consign it to the dim attic of memory with the
Wars of the Roses? Some of us could hear AI Lowenstein asking the
questiol'l that must always be asked: What does a nation have if it has
no memory and therefore, most likely, no sense of where itis going
now?
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fa, for poisoning the land, for covet- enced, and from •'seeing people of
ing handouts and for exploiting farm my color not able to sec a movie."
workers."
"All my life," Chavez said, "I
Chavez said his motivation in have nurtured one dream- to overwanting to improve migrant-worker throw our farm system that treats
conditions came from watching farm workers as though they are not
what his mother and father experi- humans."
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nuclear

AIDS---;,..._--------------_,.;.----

continued from page 3
"Of course, I was dealing with
one bomb at a time," he said. "L was
not dealing with 5,000 megatons,
and Lwas dealing with a very incomplete system of global circulation. . . but at least [thought abol!l it."
Findings from the TT APS study
further indicate that the dramatic
climatic changes would also affect
marine life.
"In contrast to terrestrial and
freshwater ecosystems, marine
ecosystems would suffer to a greater
degree because of light attenuation
rather than from temperature reductions," wrote UNM biology professor, Herbert D. Grover, who served
on the team of ecologists and biolog·
ists investigating the implications of
the TTAPS study. " ... Elimination of sunlight for two to three
weeks would exterminate phyto·
plankton populations .•. Th.is
effect would cascade up the food

I
,_

chain to larger fishc< a< well."
Although the Pentagon has
accepted the theory of nuclear winter as valid, disagreements persist
over how much dust and soot would
actually t>c injected into the atmo~
phcre, and how much of a climatic
change it would cause.
Hull said the amount of dust depends on a number of factors, such
as missile size and whether the explosions occur in the air or on the
ground. The TT APS study estimates
that I ,000 tons of nuclear dust
would be lofted into the atmosphere
per megaton yield. The yield that
some nuclear weapons produce
reaches up to I 0 megatons and
"even I 00 megatons," Hull said.
Despite disagreement over the
severity of a nuclear winter, Hull
said the problem lay in the possible
consequences of such a catastrophe.
"Mathematical expectation is
composed of two factors: the prob·

abillty of the occurrence, and the
MacAilist.er Hull, Gordon
cost of the occurrence.," he said. McClure, and Herb Grover will join
"Here we've got a mathematical ex- Dori Bunting, from American
pectation in which whatever the Friends. Service Committee, in a
·probability, if it's nor zero, the con- panel forum to discuss nuclear winsequences are such that you don't ter and the TTAPS findings Thurswant to risk it."

continued from page 1

and 40s,"
About 44 percent of all reported
victims have died, Hull said, but
.more than half of all cases have been
reported in the last two years. "If
you look at earlier cases, 90 percent
of those cases have died," he said,
"It's a very grim situation,"
Part of the problem, Hull said, is
in educating people about AIDS. He.
referred to a story Waltner had told
of someone asking whllt an im.mune
system is. ''That really brings home
room.''
·
the point of some ofthe difficulty we
Overall, 9,405 cases have been as physicians have in just communireported nationally since AIDS was cating about the disease . . . You
first recognized five years ago, If the aren't ever sure the message is getexponential rate of increase con- ting across.''
tinues, Hull said, there could be ·
Waltner said there is a "miscon''close to 10,000 new cases in the ception that needs to be dispelled. In
United States by the end of 1985." AIDS, it's not the entire immune
"AIDS is the second most com- system that is knocked out," but
mon ~ause of death of young men in only one part. ''The portion knockNew York City," Hull said. "It's a ed out is cell-mediated immunity·
disease of people in their 20s, 30s
..• the immunity best equipped to

day, Apri125, at 7:30p.m. in Room
149 of Woodward Hall. The film
The Eighth D~y will accompany the
panel discus&ion, The event i~ sponsored by ASUNM's Speakers Committee as a part of Peace Talks '85.

racism

Dr. Gordon McClure, a retired
physicist who worked with nuclear
weo;Jonry for 27 years at Sandia continued from page 1
National Laboratories, said the posIf the demands are not met,
sibility of a nuclear' winter adds a
Moore said, he would first ask
'' new'moral dimension'' to the arms
KUNM's financial contributors to
race.
cease their contributions until the
"Tens of thousands of the smar- demands are met,
The incident involving Martinez
test people have been working on the
wrong problem," he said. "I didn't is not an isolated one, said Moore,
"This institution is a participant in a
realize that until I left.
program of institutionalized racism.
"Critics (of the TTAPS study) This racism is carried out through
say the salient thing is uncertainty, hiring practices, salary increases,
but the salient thing is the effect that intimidation of minority staff and
nobody thought of for about 40 faculty, and by pitting minorities
years," said McClure. The TTAPS against each other."
study may tum out to be our savior.''
He also expressed concern about

deal with certain viral, prasitic or
protozoan infec!ions,"
Waltner said HTLV-3 virus, believed to cause AIDS, is transmitted
through an "e.xchange of bodily
fluids, in whatever fashion, through
non-intact skin," leaving tbe immum~ system dcf)'lnseless against
certain infections those of us with
intact irnmune systems successfully
battle daily.
Transmissions can range from a
variety of sexual activities to sharing
intravenous needles, he said. Tooth·
brushes and razors, which harbor
microscopic amounts of blood, can
also be carriers, said Waltner.
Non-intact skin does not translate
into just ''gaping wounds,'' he said.
"Microscopic bre;~ks in mucous
membranes and the skin can also
allow infections.''
Hull, however, said, "There is
some evidence to indicate (the AIDS
virus) is not a very infectious

have already cost us $1:2 million,"
he said.
"If New Mexico continues at the
rate of the rest of the nation, at the·
e~d of two years New Mexico will
have 256 .cases,'' Waltne( s.aid.
For New Mexico, he said, "The
crucial issue is . . . how can state
government plan to cover these
costs?
"It's a very big burden . . . It has
implications beyond just the hospital

possible plans to automate the station that would eliminate local programming.
"I do think Martinez was fired as
part of a plan to move towards automation," he said. "l don't think we
should allow automation (of
Ji.UNM) to happen."
The organization has also com·
municated its concerns to the UNM
regents, the governor, U.S. Sen.
Pete Domenici, U.S. Rep. Manuel
Lujan, Archbishop Robert Sanchez
and several other groups, said
Moore.

agent." He said, "We believe to get
AIDS, you have to have a very
heavy exposure'' to AIDS and have
exposure "through certain path-

cent), and people receiving blood
transfusions (l percent). Waltner
also urged members of the high-ris}):
groups not to donate blood, despite a
new procedure which screens blood
for the presence of HTLV-3 antibodies .
Hull said a positive reaction to the
test can have "several interpretations. ''It could indicate a person has
been infected wi!h AIDS and recovered or is still infected and the outcome is unknown; something went
wrong with the test and no antil!ody
is present; a virus other than HTL V3 is or was present an tms reacted
positively to the test.

ways.;,

Although semen and blood are the
only proven carriers and saliva is
highly suspect, "any bodily fluid
has the potential to carry the disease," Waltner said. For this
reason, he said, members of highrisk groups should "think twice" if
they have indicated on their driver's
licenses that they want to donate
their organs upon their death. The
fluid in the cornea, for example,
could transmit AIDS from donor to
recipient, he said.
At high risk are homosexuals aild
bisexuals (73 percent of all reported
cases), intravenous drug users (17
percent), Haitians (3 percent),
hemophiliacs (I percent), heterosexuals who have sexUal contact with
members of high-risk groups (I per-

''It is clear that a small number of
people'' who have negative tests can
still transmit AIDS, Hull sa.id.
For more information on AIDS,
or to volunteer for the New Mexico
AIDS Services, call Waltner at 7532218,
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across from the university

Pin Ball Is Back
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255-3696 2206 Central
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now hiring part time help
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Our Regular price is already
10% off list price.
Shop and save at Corrales Records.

Cold Cuts, Cheese, Lettuce,
Tomato, And The "Works"

Is Now Open
Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

I

Expires 5-22·85
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Everything in the Store

Assorted
Hero Special:

. F.
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Specializing in stuffed sopaipillas
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Mini Pizza with 4 Toppings
&.. Small Drink

expires 4-29·85
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a .55¢ savings
with coupon
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fJ'Rare Earth, D.O.S. and Fat City
will be at thr Northwest Corral
Tuesday night. C<1ll 898-9919 for
ticket information.
Remember th.e song ''Get
Ready"? How about "Losing You"
or "Born to Wander"? Radio listeners with particularly good memories
might remember these as early '70s
hit~ from a band called Rare Earth.
There was a iime when they could
sell a lot of records, and they now
hav.e two double platinum, one platinum and three gold albums to their
credit. They hav.e appeared on The
Ed Sill/ivan Show, American Band·
sfl1nd and Doll Kirshner's Rock
Concert, among others, Performers
such as Jimi Hendrix, Sly and the
Family Stone, and the Doobie
Brothers hav.e perfom1ed with Rare
Earth.
Well, there is good news for Rare
Earth fans, because the band is stag·
ing a comeback. Yes, it's true. Rare
Earth will soon be in Albuquerque
playing new compositions as well as
older hits. There is no record contract yet, but they are touring America's nightclubs in hopes of gelling
one.
Also on stage tomorrow night will
be P.O.S., an area band that has
recorded a single, "Corazon," for a
local label. The band describes itself
as specializing in ~'Rock Pesado"
-heavy Spanish rock. Fat City will
also be performing.

American painter Thomas
Eakins and war hero George
Armstrong Custer are the topics
of ''Heroes and the Test of
Time,'' the spring season premiere of PBS's Smithsonian
World. The show airs at S p.m.
Wednesday on channel 5.
These two seemingly disparate
historical figures are linked by
their era and by the way their
reputations have changed over
time. Both are v.iewed quite differently now than they were during their lifetimes.
The program opens with a profile of Thomas Eakins, who
painted for 40 years in Philadelphia, where he was treated
with indifference and ev.en hostility by the critics. Today, howev.cr, he is recognized as one of the
great American painters. He
ignored the fashions of the time
and chose to paint the people he
found heroic- athletes, doctors,
scholars, scientists and musicians.
The second part of the program
focuses on Lt. Col. George Annstrong Custer, a Civil War hero
whose defeat at the Battle of the
Little Bighorn became a
metaphor for suicid;illy stupid actions. The .saga of Custer and Sitting Bull is a chapter in American
history that has been sensationalized by Hollywood, but about

Win a Porsche from
Domino's Pizza®
and Coke®!
Play the Domino's Pizza "No
Problem" Game! Pick up a
game card at any participating
Domino's Pizza or get one
with any pizza order!

262·1662
3920 Central S.E.
Hours;
11 am • 1 am Sun.·Thl.lrs.
11 am; 2am Fri. & Sat.

••

l1m1letf dellvefy area
Our dii\ISIS e.1tly le!I'.S
than S2000
1965 t>DminOS' Ptzta, li'lc

DiMeola plays acoustic jazz
AI Di!Vleola will perform witlt Airto
Moreira and Phil Markowitz at 8 p.m.
Tuesday in P~;~pejoy Hall. Reserved tickets
are $12.50 in advance. at. all Giant Ticket
CMters, Popejoy Hall box o(fice and the
Candyman in Santa Fe.

The enigma of Lt. Col George Armstrong Custer is examined
on Smithsonian World Wednesday night.

dlstretlon or the h,;,l/y Lobe. All 011anlullons wllb
()ngolna llems for lndualon In Up Service (I.e•• •
wtckty or monlhly meeilaa) are tnt'ourt~~:td lo
c:ontad the Lobo to rcnrw lhrlr llrrrt!l.

Up Stnlce aanounctmtrll5 •~ a"allable 1rft of
charae lo ora•nlztllans prncndna· mttdi.p._
l!'Orbhops, and stnlcts that Itt of lnltrtsl to ·tbt'!
11nhtrshy comm\lnllr. Plrsse brtna pertlntnt Ira.
ronnadon (daltt lime and plate oflllfttlna orennt.
phone number and aame of brpnballon and penon

ToDA \"S EVENTS
Sane~ual)' Group, AlcoboUa .Anonymous, do:or.cd
mtetina, eVfry Monday, 8 p.m., Santo Domingo

with Paco DeLucia from Spain and John
McLaughlin from. England,
The)' played a series of sol(l-out shows in
Europe and the United States and were
&warded "New Jazz Group of the Year"
awards from Cas/Jbox and Record World
magazines. They recorded Passion, Grace
By Kelly Richmond
& Fire, as well as a liv.e album, Friday Night
in San Francisco.
He recorded two more solo albums and
Widely recognized as one of the most
talented and successful jazz guitarists around was working on another when Return to
today, AI DiMeoIa has compiled a list of Forev.er re-united in early 1983 for a tour of
the United States and Japan. Although ev.ery
credits and accolades that few can match.
show was quickly sold out, the tour lasted
Although he attended the Berklee School less than two months, and no record was
of Music in Boston and had performed with released. He tl:tcn toured with McLaughlin
the Barry Miles Quartet, DiMeola's career and DeLucia and followed that up with
really began when lle was inVited by Chick another solo album, Scenario.
Corea to j()in a jazz-rock fusion group called
His show here is billed as "solo acoustic
Return to Forever that Corea was fonning.
guitar and trio perfonnances" and snould be
''I was just sitting around my apartment in more reminiscent of his work with
Boston one Friday afternoon, when Chick McLaughlin and DeLuc.ia than Return to
Corea phoned and asked me to come to a Forev.cr or his solo work.
rehearsal in New York. At the time, he was
He is appearing with pianist Phil Markomy favorite musician, and Return to Forever
witz
and percussionist Airto Moreira.
was my fav.orite group. For me,it was a
Markowitz was a child prodigy who first
dream come true," DiMeola said.
began performing at age 4 and composing at
That group toured consistently from 1974 age 8, Instead of entering the more structured
to 1976 and released three highly successful world of classical music, he chose to perfonn
albums, including No Mystery, which re- ''improvisational" and ".progressiv.e" jazz.
ceiv.ed the 1975 Grammy Award for "Best
Brazilian percussionist Moreira has play·
Jazz Pcrfonnance by a Group."
ed witll Return to Forev.er and Miles Dav.is,
Following the demise of Return to Fore- but is known in this area for shows he has
ver, DiMcvla launched his solo career. By done in Santa Fe with his wife, '<Ocalist .Flora
1981, he had received fiv.e consecutive Purim.
"Best Jazz Guitarist" awards from G11itar
•'I really want lo inv.cstigate sounds now,
Player magazine, as well as four awards
from that magazine for "Best Guitar to go in a new direction. The fusion thing is
really played out . , . as far as my own
Album,"
albums and my own directions go, I really
In late 1980, he began a new phase in his wam to get into the future, before the future
career when he fonned an acoustic guitar trio arrives,'' DiMeola told Dotvn Beat.

AI DiMeola

room, Newman Center, 1815 Las Lomas NE~
Bible SludY·Evcry Monday, S:IH:IS p.m•. In SUD
room 231 A. Spen$0ted by_ the ·Baptist .Student
Unlon. For more info. cai124)-S401.
Womrn•t Ltarnlna Ruource Rtsdln& Group-We arc
reudlns works by Hurston, Naylor1 Marshall. Walker
and other Dlack. women wrtter5. Women only. Sl
res,btratlon fee. Monday,,? p.m. Calll66-7112 lor

in chara,ej lo r_tJOm 131, Marron llall, UNM _Campu,
b)' I {ontJ p.m. ()f the d•t prior to lnsenlon.
Announetments will be run lht da)' bt/ort thtll'ml

more Info.

and thr day of tht f!vrnt on ·tt JpaCt Gl'QI/(lb/t bdsl.s
[plriUC!' note the thrff' Lip Strrke; n.ltJoriH· Usfrd
bt'IOJ~t}. l.lp Service announctmtniJ wlU.not bt ialt.tn
oa·tt th~ phtmt. they must be! brouaht or m1lltd to
tht DtJ/ly Loho otfJr:e {UNM Bo~ lO• Alb., N.M.,
87.131. 505-21'1~56561. All Items art run at the

TOMORROW'S EVE.~TS
NCHO Prr-Jitallh. Club will be havlna a meeiing on
TueWay_ April 2l. S p.m., at the Chkano Student
Sctvitd Center, 18l$ 'Rorna NE. ·For mot~ info, call
271-1922.

Daily Lobo
Display Ads are noticed.

Marsha's Hair Co.
1415 Lomas NW
i47·4008

Jill

,

TOP NEW WAVE
STYLIST FROM
SEATTLE

Stock up for
UNM Summer Program
At UNAM,
The National University
of MEXICO

..
II
.

Applications are being accepted for the six weeks
summer session at Mexico City's National Uni·
versity.

PUOJECTION

Latin American courses on history, literature cui·
ture and politics, as well as, Spanish language'classes are offered.

vacation reading now
at the Annual UNM Press
Spring Booksale!
•

Wednesday, Thursday & Friday
April 24, 25 & 26
8 am to 5 pm
Hurt books (slightly scuffed but
perfectly readable)
at 40% off
Many other backlist titles at big savings

12 Scholarships are available for full-time UNM
students. Total cost <tpproximately $500.00
A Crazy 'l'rltmlverate

Pick up application forms at the latin American
l~stit~te, 80 t. Yale, NE. Deadline to submit applicattons IS April 26, 1985. Scholarship applicants will
be notified of selection on April 29, 1985.
For further Information c<tll the latin American In·
stitute at 277-2961, ask for Pi<t Wood
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Arts

Smithsonian World looks at heroes
which almost ·nothing is known.
In 1876, the Dakota gold rush
had ignited conflicts with the
Sioux Indians that resulted in the
Indians being ordered off their
land and on to reservations. Chief
Sitting Bull called together all the
Sioux tribes, as well as other
neighboring Indians, to gather at
Little Bighorn where they would
make their final stand.
On June 25, 1876, Custer div.ided his troops into three de·
tachrnents. Around noon he and
his 215 men found the encampment of some 10,000 Sioux. The
scout that was sent with a message to the other troops reported
that Custer shouted "Hurrah
boys, we' v.e caught them napping. We'll finish this off and go
horne to our station.'' .Less than
two hours later, cv.cry soldier lay
dead.
"Heroes and the Test of
Time" attempts to find some
answers to the many questions
this episode raises, . cspechllly:
Why did Custer make such a fatal
mistake?
New ev.idence unearthed by
archaeologist Doug Scott may
have some answers, A fire that
swept across the battlefield. in
1983 made it possible to dig for
information. More than ;1.,000
artifacts, including bullets, guns
and skeletal remains, were unearthed and subjected to modem analytic methods.

,-

•

Custer's last stand

Uy Kelly Richmond
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Page 9, New Mexico Daily Lobo, April 22, 1985
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Early '70s band,
Jlrock pesado"
share concert
i

I

Page B, New Mexico Daily Lobo, A!lri1 22, 1985

Arts
'

~lfr),-J•h ··•u;:

Journalism building, 2nd. floor west
All sales cash or check (no credit cards)
No dealers
No phone orders
Gift Certificates Availabl~
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Sports
Hoselton seeks talent
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By Jay Raborn
With his tall timber and prolific scorers gone, University of
New Mexico women's basketball
Coach Doug Hoselton has hit the
n:cruiting trail to bolster his
lineup.
Hoselton faces the task of rebuilding after his top scorers and
rebounders completed their eligibility this season. Oonc arc Alison Foote, UNM's all-time scoring leader,. and Yvonne Mckinnon, fourth on the all-iime list.
Other starters missing from next
year's roster will be senior forward Sally Anderson and senior
playmaking guard Cathy
Lowther.
UNM has had some success in
recruiting thus far, signing two
players Hoselton believes can
help fill the gaps in his roster.
Ann Reno, a third-team Street
and Smith All-American point
guard from Billings, Mont.,
committed during an earlier signing period. in November. Described by Hoselton as a ''streetsmart New York playgroundtype player," Reno averaged 16
points and eight assists per contest for Billings Senior High
School.
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"She's a great player who
should really help us," Hoselton
naid. "She has a lot of confidence
in her game, and she shows no
fear. She won't back down from
anything.''
Hoselton also signed Connie
Jensen, a transfer from Central
Wyoming Junior College. A 6-0
center, Jensen averaged 15.1
points and just under eight rebounds for the Lady Rustlers.
Jensen chose UNM over sev11ral
other colleges including Wyoming and Utah.
Discussing Jensen, Hoselton
said, "She's going to fit right
into our scheme of things. She's
an excellent passer, and her fieldgoal percentage and passing is
excellent. She'll really help us
with her experience."
The Lobo coach has two more
scholarships to offer and has
scoured the country looking to
reinforce UNM's weak inside
game.
"Right now we're looking for
an Alison-type player. We need a
post-up player to help us inside,
We have two good players we're
looking at closely," 1-loselton
said.

UNM lacrosse team defeats Tech
by 13 at Johnson Field Sunday
By Jay Raborn
The University of New Mexico
lacrosse team defeated New Mexico
Tech, 19-6, Sunday at Johnson Field
to run its record to 4-0.

The Lobos were led by attackman
Leonard Loughran who scored eight
goals in the winning effort. Harry
Nyc added three more goals for the
UNM team which is in its sixth season of play.

UNM and Hawaii vie for first
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First place in the Western Athletic
Conference Southern Division will
be on the line today when the University of New Mexico baseball
team plays flawaii in a 7 p.m. game
at the Albuquerque Sports Stadium.
The Lobos and Rainbows are tied
for first place in the southern. division with 8-4 records, three games
ahead of third-place San Diego
State,
Tonight's conte~t is the first game
of a four-game series that will go a
long way toward determining the
confen:nce champion, a crown
UNM has never won.
"They're pumped up like they
were before the first series," UNM
Coach Vince Cappelli said. "They
know this might be for all the marbles. I know they'll come through."
The 20th-ranke<l Lobos will have
right-handed ace Dean Duane on the
mound, possessing a nation-leading
12-0 record, while Hawaii will
throw Mike Campbell. In an earlier
meeting between the two hurlers,
Duane and the Lobes prevailed 6-2.
In the first series between the two
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TII1U HOUSE
·
I
On May 1 'I1u: Tim! House Will De Changing T1> Cafeteria Style
I

I

I
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nc Under 1!3,50

Lunch: Dinner:
11•2 Mon-Fri 5·8:30 Mon-Thurs, 5·9 Fd & Sat
CLOSED WEDl\"ESDAYS & St!l\'DAYS

106 Buena \'ista

247-9205

"Open Saturdays"
Call and
Compare
Our Prices

(across from UNM, behind 31 Flavors)

--~-~-----------------~~-----~

MINORITY BIOMEDICAL
RESEARCH SUPPORT
PROGRAM

I
1I

·I

If you are a minority (Black, Chicano, Native American)
with a grade point average of 2.5 or better, majoring in
the following sciences: Biology, Chemistry, Biochemistry, or Psychology, and would like to work in a research
laboratory, investigate the MBRS Program. Call 2772728, ot come by the North Campus, BMSB, Rm. 106.
Immediate openings.

-. --·----- ......
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The winners of the men's Senior I and II race that was held on
the UNM campus Saturday were (from left} Rod Bush second,
Nathan Sheafor first and Todd Gogulski third. Sheafor and
Gogulski were sponsored by Ten .Speed Drive Imports, and
Bush was sponsored by Gardenswartz Spartz.

La Cerveza De Los Lobos

F.J. Fellman, D.O.
1\.E. English, D.O.

•

tMP01tTED
Close to UNM

Teach in Beautiful Brownsville
on the Border by the sea
Tl1e Brownsville, independent Sclaool District is ar1licipat·
ing teaclaing openings in tl1e following areas:

.

110 Calories
3.8% Alcohol

D. Mason, M.D.

Lomas Blvd. at Washington

SCIENCE
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR

J_ulle se'rna.

265-3828

4304 LOMAS. NE

~ATTENTION¢
MAJORS

Her second workout of the day
begins at 3:30 and ends two hours
later, when she goes home to "inhale dinner and tries to study,"
· Atterbom .said. She then flops into
bed at about 8 or 8:30. He asks,
"Where are the social skills" and
how much quality study' 'can an exhausted person really accomplish?"
"Health," Atterbom says, "is
not a byproduct of competitive·
athletics. What often happens is they
can't wait to win their last gold med·
a!. Then they go bonkers . "
It's therefore important to keep
the idea of competing and winliing
in perspective, Atterbom noted,
"(That's the) value of intramurals
- where normal people can 'compete and win something without giving up the rest of your life.''
So P.E. professionals, take heed.
The next time someone asks you "
'bout them Lobos," simply answer
with this question: What is your
target heart rate? If they tell you they
don't know, just send them to the
basement of Johnson Gym and tell
them to ask. for Dr. Hemming
Atterbom,

EYE DOCTOR
SERVICE

10% Off Tuesday Dinners

UPCOMING
MANAGER/PARTICIPANT
MEETING
EVENTS
Fun Swim Meet (CR)
Wed., April 24,1985
CR denotes Co·Rec

Auxiliary Gym: 4·5:00 pm
5:00.6:15 J!iil (Aerobic Dance)
6:15-9:15 pm
Weight Room: 5:00·9:15 pm
Racquetball Courts: 4:00-9:00 pm
Ail Manager/Participant meetings are mandatory
Swimming Pool: 5:30-9:00 pm
and are held at 4:15 pm in Room 154 of Johnson
Tnuda11, Apr. 23
Gym.
Johnson Gym: 3:30-9:15 pm
Auxiliary Gym: 3:30·5:15 pm
8th ANNUAL SPRING LITE RVN
5:15-6:15 pm (Aerobic Dance)
Saturday, April 27
6:15-9:15 pm
Come chase the rabbit at the 8th Annual Spring
Weight Room: 5:00-9:15 pm
Lite Run. The fun run will be held Saturday, April27
Racquetball Courts: 5:00-9:15 pm
and is sponsored by UNM Leisure Services and Lite
Swimming Pool: 5:30-9!00 pm
Beer from Miller. The three mile course is situated
Wednuday, Apr. 24
around the perimeter of the UNM North Golf
Johnson Gym: 4:00·9:15 pm
course. Starting linle for the run is 10:00 am. Lite
Auxiliary Gym: 4:00-5:00 pm
Run t-shirts will be given to the first 375 runners
5:00-6:15 pm (Aerobic Dance)
who register and trophies Will be awarded to the
6:15·9:15 pm
flrst, second and third place flnishers in each age
Weight Room: 5:00·9:15 pm
category. Register in the Leisure Services Office,
Racquetball Courts: 4:00-9:00 pni
Room 230 In Johnson Gym (NE comer), 277-4347.
Swimming Pool: 5:30·9:00 pm
A$4 entry fee Will be charged before Friday, April
ThundaJI, Apr. 25
26 at 5:00pm. Late registration will be held the day
Johnson Gym: 3:30-9:15 pm
ofthe race, beginning at 9:30am atthe$ervice road
Auxiliary Gym: 3:30-5:15 pm
west of the Norih Golf Course. A $5 entry fee will be
5:15-6:15 pm (Aerobic Dance)
charged the day of the race.
6:15-9:15 pm
Weight Room: 5:00·9:15 pm
BREAKFAST HORSEBACK lliDE
Racquetball Courts: 5:00-9:15 pm
SUNDAY, MAYS
Swimming Pool: 5:30·9:00 pm
Take a break after finals with a Sunday morning
Friday, Apr. 26
horseback ride In the country, followed by a hearty
Johnson Gym: 4:00·9:15 pm
breakfast! The one hour group horseback ride will
Auxiliary Gym: 4·5:00 pm
be held at Town and Country Stables in Tijeras
5:00·6:15 pm (Aerobic Dance)
canyon and will begin at 8:00 ant. The menu for
6:15·7:00
breakfast includes hueuos rancheros, coffee and
7:00·9:00 (Closed: Famllv Programs)
orange juice. Register at the Leisure Services office
Weight Room: 5:00·9:15 pm
before Thursday, April 25, $15 entry fee. Late reg•
Racquetball Courts: 4:00-7:00 pm 7:00-9:00 pin
istration (after April 25), $17. Participants must
(Closed: Famllv Programs)
provide their own transportation to the_ stables. Li-,
Swimming Pool: 5:30·9:00 pnl
mited spaces are available, so register early!
SatudaJI, Apr. 27
REGISTRATlON FOR ALL GETAWAY Acn•
All recreation facilities open at 11:00 a.m., close at
vmES will be held af the Leisure Services Office,
5:00 p.m., with the exception. of the pool which
Room 230 in Johnson Gym (NE corner), 277-4347.
doses at 4:45 p.m.
Mail•fn registrations are welcomlll
Snaday, Apr. 21
Ailre.crea.
.. openat.12:00
.. noon,clos.eat
S:oo·
p.m.,··.tlonfa.cd····lties
with the exception
«<f· thl!
pool which
OPEN RECRMTlON HOtiRS
April 22-Aprlt 21,1915
doses at 4:45 p.n1.
Apr.
VA.LI.D
.. UN.
M. _
IDGRuEeQ
•DST
. . o. oouse All l'.aclit·t·les. ...
_ _ _ _ _ Moad•ll·
___
_22
_ _ _ _ illllllll.... _
_
_
_
_5
51i!!!E
Johnson
Gym: 4:00-9:15pm
.. . . .
.-~~ _2 _ _ _ _ _

• EXAMINATIONS
• CONTACT LENSES
• EYEGLASSES

1l1/s Coupon Good For

Room 230. Johnson Gvm • Phone 277-4347

An average day, as typified by a
12-year-old girl's schedule, Alterborn said, begins at 5:30 a.m. The
girl works out from 6. to 7;45, at
which time she "inhales her breakfast," before going to school until 3
p.m.

Dr. Bill DeGroot, UNM'scoordinator for the Basic Instruction Program for the Health, Physical EducaDr. Ht~mming Atterbom
tion and Recreation Department,
said that when he tells someone he is was the predominant sport played in
a professor of health and physical classes.
education, invariably the person will
Therefore, the students from
respond with the question, "Oh, those earlier generations, who are
really? ~II. tell me, what do you now parents, have the attitude that
think of those Lobos?"
money for expanded Johnson Gym
While there is no denying that coi- facilities means more money for the
lege student athletes are physically Lobos.
But such is not the case. UNM's
fit individuals, Atterbom said there
department
of intercollegiate athleis more to fitness than just fine tuntics
has
a
separate
budget that serves
ing. "Compare an Indy Formula I
tar and a Volkswagen. Now pick the the needs of about 500 student
coaches and support staff,
l:ar you use to go to the store every athletes,
while
the
HPER department is
day," he said.
funded by student tuition and fees.
The reason why people still con- Furthermore, when you look at the
fuse athletics with physical educa- social implications of becoming a
tion stems from outdated traditions, world-class athlete, Attcrbom says,
both Atterbom and DeGroot said. In it's a lot different from the average
the past, P.E . classes were usually student or faculty member, whose
patterned after the most popular primary concern. is to stay fit and
campus sports in season. Fo;,r exam- have some fun.
ple, in the springtime whenthe baseAttcrbom worked with the Swedball teams were playing, softball ish Olympic race-walking team, and

women's race (competing together),
Paul Chandler was first, Ty
Daugherty second and Rad Acton
third. Carol Dunning was the first
woman in at eighth place.
•In the Senior HI category (which
•In the Juniors (age 14-15), Mike
ran with the Senior I and lis), Blair Romero was first, Jason Quenzler
Shell placed firs!, and in the Veter- second and Noah Kaufman third. In
ans category, Ron Sutherland was the 16-17 Junior age group, James
first.
Oamble captured first, Ronald Pal•In the Senior IV division and mers second, Anton Von As third.

All llfculs, LIII\Ch .Alld Dinner, Will

he gives us some idea of what the life
of an athlete who reaches worldclass status at the age of 20 is like.
"R;~ce walkers," he said, "start.
training at the age of II or 12 and
earlier, when developing social
skills. becomes important.''

"Competitive athletics, so help
me, is not only unrelated to fitness,
they are asually inqomp!ltible,"
University of New Mexico fitnesstesting expert Dr. Hemming Alterborn said.
Working in his cramped Johnson
Gym office, Atterbom has devised a
fitness-testing program for all UNM
students enrolled in physical education classes. In the fitness field for
about 20 years, Atterbom echoes the
sentiment of ))is colleagues who are
tired of being improperly associated
with varsity sports.

•In the men's Senior land II division (most advanced): Nathan
Schaeffer captured first, Rod Bush
second, and Todd Gogulski third.

A United States Cycling Federa•
lion bicycle race sponsored by Nunzio' s was run on a one-mile course
around the dorms Saturday.
Nine separate categories were
represented in .the criterium-style
race, with distances varying from 15
to 30 miles on the rectangularshaped course.
In results from the different cate·
gories:

LEISURE SERVICES SCOREBOARD

I

By John Moreno

Young and old, novices and professionals seek fun,
victory in bicycle course around University dorms

~~W@~Vrum ~---
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Lobos losing skid.
"We were really tired, and we
just let a couple of games get away
from us in San Diego," the coach
said. ''We got the hits·we needed,
but we just couldn't bunch them
together.
After opening the first half .of its
WAC schedule on the road, New
Mexico has a definite advantage
over Hawaii, playing its 12 remaining conference games at home.
Meanwhile, l-lawaii travels to El
Paso, before finishing at home
against San Diego State.
Trying to minimize the homefield aclvantage, Cappelli said, "l
don't think there's that much of an
advantage about playing here. If
you're ready to play, you're ready to
play. The only advantage about
playing at home is sleeping in your
Vince Cappelli
own bed."
rivals, the Lobos accomplished what
The Lobos are led atthe plllte by
no other WAC team has ever done, catcher Greg Hall with a. .450 battaking three of four at Hawaii. But ting average. For Hall and the other
UNM .enters tonight losers of its last Lobo seniors tonight's game might
three out of five, while Hawaii is mark the beginning ofthe eild to 23
sporting a five-game winning years of frustration or just another
year of being second best to the constreak.
Cappelli, however, dismissed the ference's baseball powers.

By Jay Raborn

d
\II

Competitive athletics and fitness are
incompatible, UNM's Atterbom says

,\) Elementary
B) Secondary
1) Early Childhood (Prc"K)
1) English
2) 1liltngual (Spanish)
2) Science
3) K-6 grade
3) Math . .
4) Special Ed.
4) Special Ed.
.
5) Englisl1 as a 2nd Language
Here are some of the beneflts you can look fonvard to:
1) Salary !lange llS 17,800-26,640
MA 17,800-28,920
2) $1,000 Bonus for Special Ed. Teaching
3) $500-l, 000 1lonus for bilingually ccrtillcd tc<tchcrs
4) Perfect attendance bonus-free group health h1s.
5) Free prilfessioqalliability ins.
6) Op to 60 day aceunmlativc sick leave,
20 days reimbursed upoll retirement
7) 15,000 Life ins., 30,000 Accidental death
8) Sick leave 5 day state :111d 5 days local
9) 4S milliun Worth of building
Improvement and expansion underway
10) Tropical clbnatc beach and resort .areas ottly minutes .away.
11) Old Mexico across the border within walkittg <liStancc.

For more info, call Mr. Oscar Barbour, Assistant
Superintendent for personnel, 1050 East Mai:lison,
Brownsville TX. 78520, (512) 546-3101 x250
The Srownsolilclttdct>ttttlent SthooiiJel>l, (3 an •/ftnlllll{ce dtfl>ilt
equal ovvorluuity employer AI/FIII
A Jlrowniville llep. will attend O.c UNM Carreer Fair April M & !6

I
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LOBO
SCHEDULE

-

Women•s Tennis

Apr. 23 BYU 12:00
Lobo Tennis Club
Apr. 25-27 HCAC Championships
Lobo Tennis Club

Softball
Apr. 27 NM State 1:30

Lobo Field

Women•s Track
Apr. 27-28 MT Relays

Walnut CA

Baseball
Apr. 23-24 Hawaii 6:00pm Alb. Stadium
Apr. 26-2'7 San Diego State 12:00
Alb. Stadium

Men's Gymnastics
Apr. 26·27 USA Rcgionals

TBA

~

Men's Track
Apr. 2'7 Mt. SAG Relays

!l
'

'·

Walnut CA

Distributed by Quality Import Co.
((_

•o.u~
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Las N oticias
PUll DOAitD M~:El:ING April 23, 3:30 p.m.,
4/23
J ournnlismllldg.
ll.F.D. ROAD RAI.LY registration all this week at
the Duck Pond II am· I pm. Only a few slots left. Do
it!.
4124
KUNM LOOKING FOR volunteers for Spring Fund
Raiser. April .18·.27. l'ublic Radio Campaign '85,
Contact Marvin Stephens, :1,77-4516.
4/24
CLUII EVEN1:1 MEEtiNG? La.1 Noticins !s the
place for YPU· Only 10 cents per word per issue for
UNM departments and prganizntions.
tfn

~16

Personals

j

LOUIS; I'LL GET You a date but your fee is
delivering one 6'2" (or so) hazards analysis named
Chris to Albuq11erque.
4/22
SIG EPS; YOU i\l.W AYS hurt the ones you love ...
We !Pvc you guys the best! Love, Sally 0. and
friends,
4/22
TO MY CAMPER: AgapeMoo too, From Perky's
Friend.
4/22
CLITINA: HAV.E FJJN In Idaho. Remember, Gil
wunU you as much us the basks do!.
4122
FR.ATERNil:IES AND SORORITIES: Sure you can
sing and dance nnd prance around, but can you drive?
We've got a keg that says you can't! But ifyo11've got
the guts, enter a carinthe B. F. D. Rally!.
4/23
IIAI'PY lllllTII.DA Y l GENT. tmcsa.
4122
ROCCO: YOU'RE TilE best. Our times together are
4/22
too. Alexandra.
DEBBU: 1.. - GOOD TO sec you again last Fri
night. You tool l kind of thought so that day at the
Amigo. Ifa beer still sounds good, let me know. 4/22
SEND YOU!~ MESSAGE to a friend, someone
special or your family. Make contact in Ihe classlfleds
today. Deadline: I p.m. the day before insertion. 13 t
Marron Hall.
tfn
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Food/Fun
IIOW WOW RECORDS/Pop to Punk/New and
used. 103 Amherst SE. 2~6·0928.
4126
PARTY? FOOD? CONCERT? This .is the place for
yous clussifleds about Resiaurants, Parties, Food
Sales, Concerts, etc. "Food/Fun" todayt.
tfn

Services
TEACHER ENJOYING SUCCESS with NYSE Corp
looking for three teachers/coaches interested In large
incomes. 843·7079 evenings/weekends.
4/22
ORICliNAI. SIIOTOII.AN KARATE classes for
women, children, beginners and advanced students.
Work out as often as five times a week for only S25
pet month. Special family discoUnts. Japan Karate
Association of New Mexico 266-1340.
516
WOROPROCESSING • SPECIALIZE IN graduate
and APA papers. Quality Service Promptness 883·
663S.
6/13
INUIVIDUAL TUTORING. GERMAN, Arabic,
Latin, English. 84).7079 evenings/weekends. 4/22
Ql!ICK, ACURATE, TYPING, charts and graphs in
mr horne. THE OTHER OFFICE 836-3400. 4125
T\'PI:-iG IN MY home. Manuscripts a speciality.
296-8251 or881·838S. Ask for Martha.
4/25
ART ENIIANCt:MENT, GET your tl!ings framed.
Tasteful but incxpcn~he. Dryrnounting, malting.
ShrinkMap metnl or wood. Preservation too! 268·
I~

'I

'l
<
i
1
1
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prices. Papers, manuscr!p~s. word processing, theses.
Resumes. 88!·0313,
4122
MATH,
S'fAl'!STICS,
SCIE;NCES
tutoring- Ph. D.. 8 years e~periencc. Reasonable.
Evenings, 265·7799.
S/6
TYPING: F.XGI,LLENT SPELLING and grammar.
Fast, accurate, confidential. 255-3580.
4124
WORll PROCESSING. 298·%36.
5/6
WORD PROCESSING. OVER 5 years experience.
Highest quality. Dissertations, theses, papers.
Familiar with APA und UNM graduate school
formats. 296-3731.
4126
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. MARY- 265-1088,

~H

MATH
TUTORING- UNDERSTANDABLE,
duwn·to-earth, private instruction. Algebra, calculus,
probabrhty. Call836-2407 mornings (early), evenings
!late).
' 4/23
WORDt,Y PI.EASt11tES. EI>ITING/Word
procl"ising. English degree, 10 years e~perlence. Near
\JNM. 255.4559.
4122
TYPIST ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor, some
gemus. 242·1845.
4/24
TECU:•HCAL TYPING SI::RVICES. Word
!'recessing
specializeVengineerlng
equations,
widmack printing, thesis, dimrt., refs., Many Yrs.
e~p. Ellen, 294-6337.
3/06
TYI'ING. ..AST. ACCURATE. Affordable 299·
IIOS.
712S
At'FORDADtE PROFESSJONAL, WORD
proc.:ssing. Free editing, student discounts, papers,
these!, dissertation. resumes. Cal!298·6006.
5130
LOSE WEIGUT. LOSE from 10.29 lbs per month.
GUARANTEED or your money refunded. FEEt.
OREAT. I>on't suffer hunger pains. OnlySLOO!day.
Call: Lonie 821·:!307 after S p.m. each day. ~8
Saturday and Sunday.
4/22
NEED HELP WITH Papers? Word Processing:
typing, edltng, revision, research, 281·2037.
4/29
QUALITY WORD PROCESSING. Accurate, affordable, fast. Nancy, 821-1490.
5!10
YOU CAN ALWAYS change your mind ...When
YPUf report success ot legal documents is stored on a
floppy disc. Leiter Quality printing. Experienced
Editing also available. Call Heights Word Processing
at299·9044.
4!26
PROFESSIONAL T\'PING WORD processing
Monday-Friday 9:00·6:00. 255-6365.
4/30
LETTER QUALITY WORD processing. $1.25/pg.
242·5427.
5/1
PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING.
Reasonable tales, will 'Piclc:•up and deliver. 281~1387.
712S

\,

~.

TYPING 255-3337,
4/30
WORI> PROCESSING SERVICES, 884-7238. 4/30
SUMMEU STORA.GE. $9.95 month. Reserve now.
AAA U·LOCK-IT, 2200 Candelaria NE. 884.
4844.
516
TYPIST TERM PAPERS, Resumes299-8970.
~/6
liORSEIIACK RIDING LESSONS. English or
Western, all ages, Everything provided, Jeanette822·
8473,
5/06
CALL GOOD IMPRESSIONS for qualitY typing
service. Theses, papers, manuscripts, resumes. 294·
1564.
.4/2~
QNE DAY RESUME and Typing Service. 242-349~.
4/22
99 CENTS PAGE. Degree typist, 344·334~.
5/30
·NEED 100 OVERWEIGHT peopk for herbal weight
loss program. 884-9456,
·
tfn
EYEGI.ASSES INTERNATIONAL. SKILLED In
fitting spectacles, Contact Lens. By Dr. R.E. English
PAY LESS OPTICIANS. 5019 Menaul
NE. -across from La Belle's. 888-4778.
tfn
A & L WORD PROCESSING and typing services
228·1076, 406 San Mateo NE,
tfn
STUDY GUITAR AT Marc's Guitar Center. Five
dedicated professional instructors. All styles, all
levels. Call us at265·3315. 143 Harvard SE.
tfn
PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING, papers,
manuscripts, theses, resumes. Call The Horne Office
884-3497.
tfn
PAPERWORKS266·1118.
tfn
PERWRMING ARTS STUDIO 2219 Lead Ave SE,
2S6·f061. Ballet, Jazz, Vocal coaching.
tfn
CONTACT POLISlUNG SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
ACCURATt: INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294·0171.
tfn
PRF.GNACY TESTING & counseling. Phone 247·
9819.
tfn

$235/month, free utilities, $13~ deposit. No children,
pets, roommate. See resident manager, apt. 2 or Cllli
242-3447.
.
5/30
IIHIGIJ'l: AND SUNNY one bedroom, new carpet
~nd blind~, e~ap. copier, parking, low move In cost,
quiet, safe, nice. 4 blocks to UNM and TV I. $295.
247-4567.
4122
Sl'ARKLING CLEAN t'UMAGA'J:ED 2 bedroom
apartments. Utilities paid. $345 monthly plus deposit.
266·3133 for appointment,
5/l
MATURE, RESPONSIDLE GRADVA1'F. student
wants to housesit during summer. Norma 293·28)3,
1\:~ep trying.
4129
FURNISJIEil APARTMENTS. ONE \>lock to UNM
deluxe one and two bedroom. $31 H41 $. Includes
utilities. 14! CoiumblaSE, ~68·0525.
4/23
ROOMMATES NEEDt:D: HOUSE 5 min. from
UNM S19~/mo plus Vi utilities. Leave message 262·
14!4,
4/25
3rd JIOJJSEMA'fE WANTED .to share household,
Prefer nonsmoking responsible person. Spacious 3
bedroom, WOild floors, washer/dryer, nice yard. $250
including utilities. Ca11268·8249,
5/6
SUMMER SJJBLET: ONE, furnished bedroom in
large, clean, nice, 4·bdr, .2-bath house, I Vi miles from
UNM. End or June to mid August, Pets OK. Rent
and Dates negotiable. Cal! Leslie268-4892 eves. tfn
LOOKING FOR AN apartment? Look no morel
Clean, qule\ one-bedrooms. Ren~ includes your
utilities. Call Carl for more info at25~·3184.
tfn
AI,!. UTILITIES PAID, Studio and one-bedroom
apartments, furnished or unfurnished. Laundry
facilities, barbeque areas, swimming pools, close to
UNM. LaReine Marquerite Apartments. 266-~855.
lfn
TilE CITADEL; SUPERD location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370. All utilft!es paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. Open Sundays. 1520 University NE,
243·2494,
tfn
FOR RENT: EHICIENCY apartment, .1410 Girard
N.E., $2~0/mo., for one person, 5270/mo. for 2
persons, aU utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please cal! before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

For Sale

1982 YAMAHA 400SX $500.277-3981.
4/23
FOR SALE I984 Cadillac deVille. 10,000 miles. Mint
condition. $16,500 or best offer. 25~·8908..
4/26
78 VW RAIIBIT 4 door, low mileage, newly painted,
excellent condhion. John 268·6416. S2SOO firm, 4/28
TREK TOJJRING DIKE, 2~" frame, Renolds S31
fingertip shifters, ex. cond. asking $300, E~enings
265-2485.
4124
1978 MERCURY COUGAR, .4 door. Oood con·
H)R RE:O.T: 1.,\RuE uut·b<lllh apt, S22 Wellesley
dillon, SJ900. 277·3582.
4/26
'if #3. Funv$348. Unfurnt$338, Call268-8294.
4/26
1980 DATSUN 210 4 door sedan. Excellent cond, S
4/25
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share 3·br home. All spd, 35 mpg, much more. 983·5306.
appliances, beauurut view, private bath, Female 68' MUSTANG CLASSIC good condition 2000 best
preferred, Call Ellen 831·5062,
4/26
offer. Call Glen 843·6426.
4/24
AVAILABLE NOW. CLEAN, freshly painted 2·br 1978 DATSUN OliO A.T. 49,500 mi. 2100. Good
unfurnished apartment. Carpet, drapes, appliances.
condition. 296·3869.
4/26
Upstairs 4-p!ex, quiet NE area. about 10 mins from
IBM PC Jr. 128K, color monitor, thermal printer,
UNM. No children or pets. S290tDD. 897-2278.
software, warrentce. $990. 255·2147.
4124
4/26
MOVING SAI.E t'UilNITURE good quality at low
SUMMER St!B·LET: LARGE one-bedroom prices. 265·1437.
4124
apartment. Close to UNM, Stl5·8/l. S20S plus
1974 VW BUG Nke Interior, runs great. Sl~OO or
utilities (low), DO required, Non-Smoker. 256·7817
best. 268·~013.
4/24
ot 266-1417.
4123
FOR SALE 78 Flrebird. Sun roof, PS, PB, AC,
ROOMMATE WANTt:D. 5115/mo, 'II uti!ltles.
4/23
Ncar UNM Stadium. 242·1036.
4124 $3400, Call after~. 823·2282.
3 OE:DROOMS ANI) den, 2 fireplaces, hardwood YAMAIIA 650 MOTORcYCLE excellent condition,
floors. 1900 sq feet. 2 blocks west of Altura Park. full fairing, leather seat only$119~. 256·1463. 4/23
Low llinties. 255·8908, Well· maintained home. 4/26 WilY SUFFER ON a cheap mattress when you can
ROOMMATE WANTED. AVAILABLE May 15th. SLEEP on a futon? Bright Future Futon Company
4126
Furnished apartment includes access to swimming 2424 Garfield SE, 268·9738.
jpoo!, sauna, hottub and tennis courts. Carlisle and 78' AUDI f'OX 4 door, sunroof, AM/fM. $2250
4/23
Montegomery. Michael Wilson, 881·0339. _
4/26 negotiable. 268·0877 anytime.
IIOUSf:MATE NEEDED UNM close. WID $115 THE TOY YOU always wanted. Classic CJ5 Jeep,
1974 rebuilt new tan top. Cati256-0I79, 8·9 am. 4/23
Mo plus '4 utilities, SIOO deposite. Available now.
266·3748.
4126
MOVING SALE 4/20/85. 403 Girard SE.
4123
l'EMALE ROOMMATE TO share fout·bedroom RACQUETBALL RACQvET, TENNIS racqUet, Ice
house, 4-blotks from campus. 268·7i8S.
4123 axe, kick board. 256-3954.
4/23
IIOUSF. FOR RENT 3 bdrm, 2 bath, furnished, 'FOUTON, FAN, FIRE extinguisher. 256-3954. 4123
downtown.400/mo. 242·9293.
4/25
SONY RECORDERS TC14l, TC·l2S: microphone,
COMPUTER PllOFESSIONAI. WOULD be happy classical guitar, v!o!in,256-3954,
4/23
to house sit and care for your prop during summer.
Excellent .ref. Jane, 277·0386.
4122 1977 VW RABBIT, AM/FI'•I, cassette, Oood con·
dition, new tires. Must sell. SISOO. 883·2783 evenings.
ROOMMATE WANTED CLOSE to UNM for more
4/22
info call Jay268·3098.
4/23
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom townhouse near UNM.
Newly remodeled. S42S/month. Call888·3300 M·F 8·
5. Arter 5 cal! 831·6372.
4/23
GIFT BASKETS, LTD.
EXCELU:NT BIG 2 br house V. block from campus.
Best deal and best location around! $147.50 plus gus.
~05
Washlngron
S£
256-0580.
4/25
265-6565
CAMPJJS COMPACT APTs 215 Yale Blvd SE at
birrhday'boby•flolidays•ger well
Lead. Studio Apartments near stores and UNM,

Housing

~GREAT

moltlet$ day'fit>ol> !IJMVal

* WANTED *

Diamonds, fine jewelry, gold,
sterling and fine gems.
Highest Prices Paid
CALL BERNIE

* 888-3855 *
c;overod
~a.go.n

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

Early Appointments Available For

ABORTION

Thc'University Area's
Full-Service Guitar Center

QUALITY
Lessons • Sales
Rentals • Repairs
143 Harvard SE • 265·3315
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through 16 'weeks

:

ARMY&NAVYGOODS

•

Ca11.242-7512

~).:· ~~w Ibetween Indian School
•
conwnte~ and Consliluton}
•
\.~ft
293-2300

•

T•.l. Downing, M.D.

Swiss Bliss

;y-::~;;:-.~,1660. Eubank NE : '
•

•

! Kid's Camo:

:FATIGUES:
••
•

Take a drive Into the Sand/as &
enjoy gourmet Swiss
Pastry Entrees & Desserts:

Black forest, french Apple
Strudel
l!t many, many more.
Open Wed. thru Sun.
10·7pm

Turquoise Tr&UI
14 Madrld
471•1603

.: & T•Shirts. ..•
.

u'Jftl iftt M•h~ 4111iitf tq"f~tlttlt,tM f,t,i td~y tquij.mmt,
T•O,uktn f!\'r b6ai1 CP., litt1a•tna artd nnt •lclllt•IWd;
C•lf24Mf92.

lfttiHih Sfrr<t, i\lbtiqUfrqUt, NM 17102,

.

.

.

··········~·····

1977 MGB CONVERTIBLE good condition, maroon
73,000. mlles. 822·9448: 247·9~59 leave rnessge, 4/22
1975 CHEVY MQNZA SSOO. 888·5428.
4/22
1978 VW R.AIIBIT 4 door neWly painted low mil~age
excellem ~pnditiou. 2~50 firm. 268·6416:243-0100.
4124

Employment
TYPESETIING,
PAS'l:E-UP,
NEWSPAPER
productipnl UNM Student Publications is NOW
Interviewing for next years production staff. Night
work. $3,65/Ju. We will train. Apply at Marron !fall
Rooml31, 8·5 M·F.
516
NJJRSE'S AIDE POSITION 20 hours per week
evenings, nights, weekends, $3,50 hr. Student Health
Center. Contact Melinda Moffitt 277-)136,
4/26
KIRTLAND Alll FORCE Base has two (2} alter:
natlng cooperative education positions open for Ju]y.
December 1985, One position is in personnel; o11eis in
finance/accounting, Minimum qualifications: 2.0
gpa; 4S hours completed; must be able to work.
minimum of 2 work phases. For further information
and application, contact Cooperative Education,
Student Services Center 227, 277-6568. Deadline:
May 3, 1985.
4/26
GOVERNMENT JOBS. 515,000·$50,000/Yr
possible. All occupaiions. Call (805) 687·6000 ext, R·
9786 to find out how,
5/30
BE INDEPENDENT! l'ARN extm SSS while you
!earn I Over 2200 sensational moneymaking O()'
portunitles currenlly available! Directory SI6,9S.
FAI, 8306 Wilshire lllvd, Suite 384-NM, Beverly
Hills, CA 90211,
4124
FASHION MODELS ARE now being interviewed
for THE FASHION SHOW. For more information
call294·7894.
4126
SUMMER JOBS! IF you have seeretariaVclerical or
light industrial skill! and would like to work this
summer, call Cindy or Lora Lee at 262·1871. Dunhill
Tempe.,l717 Louisiana NE, Suite218, Albuquerque.
4/26
YWCA'S SUMMER VENTliRE. Fine arts program
for children now hiring insturctors for summer '85.
Specialities include: drama, dance, music, arts and
crafts, sports and games. Resume should be sent to
YWCA, PO Doll 27148, Alb., NM 87125. Attention
Debi Buckner. Call884·0291 for information. 4/23
PRESENTLY INTERVIEWING FOR position
opening June I. GRAPHIC ASSISTANT II or Ill
needed at Biomedical Communications. Must be
workstudy qualified for summer employment.
Knowledge of layout techniques, charts/~rap)ls, stat
camera copy techniques. Portfolio required with
prior experience fn the field, Contact Yvonne
Wulston, 277-3633.
4/22
COMPUTER PROFESSIONAL WOUI,D be happy
to house sit and care for your property during
summer. Excellent references Jane, 277-1)386.
4/22
STRINGERS WANTED. REPORTERS and
photographers. Contact the Dally Lobo. Marron
4122
Hall, Rm 138.
APPLICATIONS FOR NEW Mexico Union Board,
Help direct the programs of the New Mexico Union
by serving on the policy making board. Three
positions open, two undergraduate fortwoyears, one
graduate position !or one year term. Must carry a
minimum of slx credit hours nad maintain a 2.25
grade average, Applications available at New Mexico
Union Room 225, deadline Apri124, 1985.
4/23
PART·TIME POSITIONS for Hebrew t.anguage
Teachers, for Congregation Albert Reform school itt

September, !98~. Interviewing now. Call Glenda
Orchant88H818.
4/26
JEWISH .STUDIES TEACHERS (Engllih track) for
Congregation Albert Reform Jewish school.
Baeligrciund in Reform Judaism preferred. Part·time
positions available for Setember, 1985. Interviewing
now- caiiGlenda O.rchant 883-1818.
4126
BOOKSTORE- 8 hr/wk - sun. 9 am-noon, M~>n.
10 am-3. Cali 344-81~9.
4/22
PART·TIME HELP wanted Fiesta l-iquors. Must be
21. Must have cpr 898·1418 Kirk,
4/22
CRUISE SIIIPS ARE hiring. Phone 707-778·1066,
for directory and job Information.
6/27
ROU'l:E~,.,LESMAN NEEDED-Commercial license
re(juired. Call HOST ICE 345·4330.
516
$60 PER HUNDRED paid for processing mail at
hornet Information, send self·addressed· stamped
envelope. Associates, Box 95, Roselle, New Jersey
07203,
tfn

Travel
GERMAN STJJDENT LOOKS for travel company.
Carripe0u, middle America after semester end. Edwin
268·6149.
4123
TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride needs in the Daily Lobo.
tfrr

Lost & Found
REWARD On'ERE!), LOST green backpack UNM
Fiestas Sunday, Johnson Field, 277·5608; 843-721~.
4/22
FOUND: PURPLE RAINCOAT in Woodward 101.
Also have P. Chavez's black leather jacket. Claim at
4124
Marron Halll31, Lobo business office.
fF YOUR I,OST keys aren't here, Chris gpens locks
and fits keys. Chris's Indoor Store, 119\li Harvard
SE, directly behind Natural Sound. 262·2107,
tfn
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
8:00 a.m,to4:00 p.m. dally,
tfn

Miscellaneous
IS IT TRUE you can buy jeeps fQr S44 through the
U.S. go1·ernment? Get the facts today! Call J.312·
742·1142 Ext. 9340-A.
4/22
DEE-CEE CARPENTER- PANTS,. All colou.
Kaufman's West. A real Army and Navy Store. 1660
Eubank NE. 293·Z300.
4126
SERIOUS MUSICIANS WANTED for a top·40 and
originals band to start playing in the Fan. Call Carlos,
242-2541 or262·0884,
4/26
GARAGE IOdB 545/mo near UNM, 268·6885; 266·
2485.
4/22
FRF.E PJJPPIF.S TO good homes. Mother b
Chesapeake Bay Retriever, father is Fast. Cali 842·
9389.
4122
VACATION STORAGE, SPECIAL summer rates.
Jo Horne 220 Candelaria NE. 884-4844.
516
CANNOT AFFOilD INSURANCE? There are many
discounts available to UNM personnel and students.
Inquire about affordable and reputable car, Itre,
mobile h!lmc, homeowners, renters, and health in•
surance. Ask (or John at 298-5700 (days aud
evenings).
tfn
EYEGLASSES.. WHOLESALE TO the public.
Quality generic and designer eyewear at wholesale
prices. Sport frames and sunglasses. Dunedarn
Optleians.2S5·2000. 118 Washing1on SE.
tfn

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Plats
5 Sweet drinks
9 Dismantle
14 Run~: Riot
15 Dog
16 Inelegant
17 Author Mazo

64 Rustle class
66 Sight, e.g.
67 Bristle
68 Seed cover
69 Stupid
70 USSR city
71 Deceased

DOWN
1 "Call
20 Slacken
Me-"
21 Distance
2 Microorganism
measurer
23 Harbor
3 Opposite
4 Winter sport
25 Shears
26 Celebrity
5 I love: Lat.
28 Film again
6 Conduit
32 Handle with
7 Anesthetic
Slnscribed
pillar
37 Wassail
9 Gambol
38 Tokyo, once
39 Shred
10 Italian gulf
41 Mimic
11 Corrosion
42 More recent 121nactlve
13 Equal
45 Was phony
48 Made leather 18 Of kidneys
50 Waterless
22 Appendage
51 Networks
24 Cupid
54 Fabrics
27Wicked
58 Disparaging 29 Grand62 Canon
parental
63 Fool
30 Army cap

PREVIOUS
PUZZLE SOLVED

19 Usher's spot

31 Gen. Robert
32 UK county
33 Concept
34 Below
35 Over: pref.
36 Fiji capital
40 Iran, once:
abbr.
43 Absorb
44 Reassesses
46 Precepts
41 Stimulating

anger
49 Performed
52 Tosspot
53 Mock
55 Within: pref.
56 Worth
57 Fashion
58 Platter
59 German river
60 Ms. Lollobri·
glda
61 Barrier
65 "MY Gal ...-."

